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Corepad Skatez PRO 101
Mouse-Feet MadCatz R.A.T
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Special Price

$4.48 was

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

Corepad Skatez are precision-made replacement mouse feet for gamer, high-end and advanced users.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Corepad Skatez are precision-made replacement mouse feet for gamer, high-end and advanced users.

Your original mouse feet are worn out or your mouse glides not that good on your mousepad? No problem:
Corepad Skatez create easy quick and efficient remedy.

Corepad Skatez replace exact the original feet of your mouse and can be easily glued to reduce the frictional
resistance and improve the sliding properties as replacement-feet under the mouse.

Corepad Skatez consist of 100% pure quality PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene - Colloquially this plastic is often
referred with the trade name Teflon from DuPont) and thus offer excellent lubrication at high load capacity.
The stiction coefficient is below 0,06μ and thus far below the sliding friction.

The extremely smooth surface of Corepad Skatez reduces the uncomfortable "stick-slip" or almost completely
eliminates it. The reduction of the friction provides improved accuracy when playing and working with your
mouse. So you can nearly belive that the mouse flies without any resistance over the Mousepad. This
unbeaten effect of PTFE offers you in addition to the optimized accuracy also increased ergonomics and
fatigue-proofed performance at work and play. Finally you gain the decisive advantage over your opponents
in the game. Even if you just use your mouse all day at work or at home, you can act more efficiently with
your mouse and protect your wrist simply by using Corepad Skatez.

Another not to be underestimated positive side effect is the protecting property for your mousepad by less
wear and increased life - in other words the use of Corepad Skatez pays twice!

Additional Information

Brand Corepad

SKU CS28600-D

Weight 0.1000

Color White

Mouse Accessory Type Feet

Vendor SKU/EAN 8717524341527

Special Price $4.48
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